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The thermoradiative diode is a novel heat engine that converts athermal radiative emission from a
hot converter to a colder environment into work. This stands in contrast to essentially all radiative heat
engines realized to date, where an external hot reservoir radiates toward a converter that resides at (and
can be reversibly coupled to) a cold reservoir. We derive the fundamental bounds on conversion eﬃciency
and power production for generalized far-ﬁeld hot-side heat engines with radiative exchange that can be
black body (thermal) or, more generally, athermal. This is followed by the corresponding derivation for the
rich landscape of performance bounds for the speciﬁc case of thermoradiative diodes, including why the
Landsberg-eﬃciency limit associated with heat engines that include radiative exchange can be surpassed,
and how the ultimate Carnot-eﬃciency limit could be approached.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.12.064018

I. INTRODUCTION
Establishing fundamental upper limits on the eﬃciency
with which engines can convert heat to work quantiﬁes
the potential room for improvement for any converter
technology. The ultimate limit for an engine operating
between a hot reservoir of temperature Thot and a cold
reservoir of temperature Tcold is the Carnot eﬃciency
ηCarnot = 1 − Tcold /Thot , predicated on reversible processes
and reservoirs of inﬁnite capacity. Converters that include
far-ﬁeld radiative exchange are of special interest due to
solar applications. Their constrained upper bound is the
eponymous Landsberg eﬃciency ηLandsberg [1] [see Eq. (5)
derived later].
In essentially all radiative heat engines realized to date,
the converter resides at (and can be reversibly coupled
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to) the cold reservoir and accepts thermal radiation from
a hot reservoir [Fig. 1(a)]. It converts absorbed thermal
radiation into work. The Landsberg limit relies on these
assumptions(whereas the Carnot limit fundamentally can
never be exceeded). The thermoradiative diode (TRD)
is a distinct complement to the solar cell in that the
TRD resides at the hot reservoir and generates electrical
power from its radiative emission to a colder environment
[Fig. 1(b)] [2,3]. Although solar applications provided
the original motivation for heat engines with radiative
exchange, the TRD—and the class of novel hot-side radiative heat engines in which it is subsumed—is a converter
of a diﬀerent nature with dissimilar applications, including power generation from a device at ambient temperature
that rejects heat radiatively to the sky [4] and industrialwaste heat recovery through an engine radiating waste
heat into a colder environment. Comparisons of the performance of current commercial silicon solar cells against the
idealized limit of a TRD with a hot reservoir at a temperature of at least 500 K show comparable eﬃciencies and
power densities in both cases [3], with results for the TRD
depending strongly on the temperature of the hot reservoir
and material quality.
While an operating photovoltaic absorbs more photons
than it emits, a TRD operates by negative luminescence:
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potential, μ, in contrast to black-body radiation, for which
μ = 0). A somewhat-surprising ﬁnding is that this radiative heat engine can, in principle, approach the Carnot limit
(and thereby exceed the Landsberg limit). This theoretical possibility is moderated by the extreme sensitivity of
device performance to luminescent eﬃciency and to device
imperfections.

(b)

II. LANDSBERG EFFICIENCY

FIG. 1. Heat engines with radiative exchange of energy (solid
arrows) and entropy (dashed arrows), where a converter at temperature Tc and chemical potential μc resides at (and is reversibly
coupled to) (a) a cold reservoir (basically all conventional radiative heat engines) and (b) a hot reservoir (as for the TRD), where
direct interaction between the two heat reservoirs is excluded. Tc
refers to the converter temperature in all cases, and Te refers to
the environment, which is at a diﬀerent temperature; that is, a hot
reservoir in (a) and a cold reservoir in (b).

We review the Landsberg derivation [7,8]. For a black
body of temperature T, the energy ﬂux density is σ T4 and
the entropy ﬂux density is 4/3σ T3 . We deﬁne the heat
ﬂux density Q̇c to be the heat ﬂowing into the converter,
as given by the arrow in Fig. 1(b). With this convention,
Q̇c is negative for the cold-side converter and positive for
the hot-side converter, and we can write the energy and
entropy balances for both systems as
Q̇c = Ėc − Ėe + Ẇ,
Ṡgen = −

the number of emitted photons exceeds the number of
absorbed photons, drawing current from an external source
and pushing the diode into reverse bias [3,5,6]. Both current and voltage have the opposite sign (opposite direction)
relative to a (cold-side) photovoltaic cell (see Fig. 2).
Power (deﬁned here as negative for power generation and
positive for power consumption) is the product of voltage V and current I . For a solar cell, V > 0 and I < 0,
whereas for the TRD,V < 0 and I > 0. In a solar cell,
excess electron and hole populations are created by radiative absorption, which allows a current to ﬂow against a
positive bias.
After reviewing the thermodynamic basis for the Landsberg eﬃciency, we derive basic upper bounds on the performance of heat engines residing at the hot reservoir and
then focus on how these bounds pertain to TRDs, where
radiative emission is athermal (i.e., with nonzero chemical

(2)

where Sgen is the entropy generation inside the converter.
From this we get the maximum extractable work Ẇmax or,
equivalently, the Helmholtz free energy ﬂux density Ḟ by
setting the entropy generated in the converter to Ṡgen = 0:
Ḟ = Ẇmax = (Ėe − Tc Ṡe ) − (Ėc − Tc Ṡc )
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where σ denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann constant with the
symbols deﬁned as in Fig. 1. For a solar-energy converter,
conversion eﬃciency is deﬁned as Ẇmax relative to the
radiative input σ Te4 , yielding
ηLandsberg =

FIG. 2. Dependence of current I on voltage V for a solar cell
and a TRD. Subscripts “sc” and “oc” denote “short circuit” and
“open circuit,” respectively.
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3 Te 3 Te4

(5)

The Landsberg limit is thus the limit for a solar-energy
converter that generates no additional entropy beyond that
intrinsic to radiative exchange.
Now consider the complementary case where the converter is at the hot side (not germane for solar conversion),
using radiative emission to a cold environment to produce
work. The maximum conversion eﬃciency is now deﬁned
in relation to the heat ﬂux from the hot reservoir to the converter and is given by ηhot = Ẇmax /Q̇c . Combining Eqs. (4)
and (1) for a black body leads to a hot-side analog of the
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In contrast, the entropy ﬂux density of radiative emission from the TRD (i.e., athermal radiation) depends on
both Eg and μ:

Landsberg eﬃciency for endoreversible converters,
ηhot =

Ẇmax
T4 + (1/3)Tc4 − (4/3)Tc Te3
= e
Qc
(4/3)(Tc4 − Tc Te3 )

1
1 + 2(Te /Tc ) + 3(Te /Tc )2
= ηCarnot
,
4
1 + Te /Tc + (Te /Tc )2

(6)

such that ηhot cannot exceed 0.25 [9], the limiting value
for Te /Tc → 0, where ηCarnot → 1. In the limit of small
temperature diﬀerences, the eﬃciency can approach half
the Carnot eﬃciency. Te < Tc with the converter at the hot
reservoir, so ηCarnot = 1 − Te /Tc .
III. EFFICIENCY BOUNDS FOR ATHERMAL
RADIATION
The limit of Eq. (6) is valid for converters that emit
black-body radiation, but a higher eﬃciency is possible
for hot-side converters if we consider non-black-bodies.
To generalize this bound to athermal radiative emission,
we start with the generalized form of Planck’s law [10]
for an emitter with an abrupt band gap of energy Eg (i.e.,
absorptivity a = 1 for Eph > Eg and a = 0 for Eph < Eg ,
with photon energy Eph ). The spectrum-integrated energy
ﬂux density Ė, particle ﬂux density Ṅ , and grand potential
˙ (
˙ = Ė − TṠ − μṄ ) are given by [11]
ﬂux density 
Ė(μ, Eg , T) =

2π
c2 h3

2π
Ṅ (μ, Eg , T) = 2 3
ch




∞
Eg
∞

3
Eph

e(Eph −μ)/kT − 1

dEph ,

Ṡc =

(7)

2
Eph

dEph ,
(8)
e(Eph −μ)/kT − 1



2π kT ∞ 2
(μ−Eph )/kT
˙
E ln 1 − e
dEph ,
(μ, Eg , T) = 2 3
c h Eg ph
(9)
Eg

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, c is the speed of light in a
vacuum, and h is Planck’s constant. For electrical converters, voltage (or bias) V = μ/q (assuming inﬁnite carrier
mobility [10]), where q is the electron charge.
In any radiative hot-side converter (of which the TRD
is one example), the extractable work is a consequence
of the free energy generated by the emission process
[see Eq. (3)]. So, increasing the ratio of Ẇmax to Q̇c
requires increasing the ratio of emitted-entropy ﬂux density Ṡc to emitted-energy ﬂux density Ėc [5]. We can
motivate this requirement by considering the limit in which
Te /Tc → 0, where we can ignore Ee and Se in ηhot . In that
limit, ηhot,max → 1 − Ec /(Tc Sc ), and we see that increasing Sc /Ec increases the eﬃciency. A similar beneﬁt occurs
away from the Te /Tc → 0 limit. For black-body emission,
the ratio between emitted-entropy ﬂux and emitted-energy
ﬂux is ﬁxed at 4/(3Tc ), which sets the stringent limit of
Eq. (6).

˙
Eg , T c )
Ė(μ, Eg , Tc ) − μṄ (μ, Eg , Tc ) − (μ,
.
Tc
(10)

For an engine residing at the cold reservoir (e.g., a solar
cell), the internal bias is positive. Hence, the second term
in the numerator in Eq. (10) is negative and cannot increase
the entropy-to-energy ratio, which determines fundamental eﬃciency limits. But for an engine residing at the hot
reservoir, a reverse bias can be generated that turns the
second term in the numerator in Eq. (10) into a positive contribution to the emitted entropy and increases the
entropy-to-energy ratio of radiative emission and hence the
available free energy in the engine. Put diﬀerently, the negative bias decreases the radiative ﬂux without inﬂuencing
the spectral width, which is determined by the temperature.
This is opposite to the operation of a light-emitting diode at
positive bias, which increases the radiative ﬂux at constant
spectral width and thereby decreases the entropy-to-energy
ratio.
We can now generalize the black-body analog to
the Landsberg eﬃciency for hot-side radiative engines
[Eq. (6)] to an emitter under reverse bias. Using
Eqs. (7)–(9) and the ﬁrst and second laws of thermodynamics, we obtain
ηhot,max =

˙ c + Ėe − (Tc /Te )(Ėe − 
˙ e)
−μṄc − 
. (11)
˙ c + Ėc − (Tc /Te )(Ėe − 
˙ e)
−μṄc − 

ηhot,max is plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of bias at Te /Tc =
0.1 for several values of Eg . ηhot,max increases with negative
bias because Ṡc decreases more slowly with bias than Ėc [a
consequence of the additional −μṄc term in Eq. (11)].
Equation (11) is a fundamental limit for a far-ﬁeld radiative hot-side heat engine (the solid curves in Fig. 3) rather
than a limit for the speciﬁc TRD heat engine, which is
shown by the dashed curve and is derived in the next
section. For materials that support surface polaritons—and
when fabrication methods can accurately produce ultrasmall gaps between surfaces (smaller than the thermal
wavelength)—near-ﬁeld radiative transfer can create the
possibility of higher rates of energy transfer and diﬀerent
rates of entropy transfer than black-body exchange, which
in turn can result in larger maximum power output and conversion eﬃciency [12,13]. We do not consider that case
here.
IV. THERMORADIATIVE DIODE
The power from the TRD is obtained from its currentvoltage relation (following from the standard detailedbalance analysis in the radiative limit in which each
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which is
Vmpp =

FIG. 3. The fundamental eﬃciency limit for a radiative hotside heat engine (solid curves) and the corresponding bound for
an ideal TRD (dashed curves) as a function of bias normalized to
kTc /q for three values of Eg at Te /Tc = 0.1. ηCarnot is indicated
by the upper horizontal dotted black line and the hot-side Landsberg eﬃciency of Eq. (6) ηhot = 24.9% is indicated by the lower
horizontal dotted black line.

electron-hole pair that is lost corresponds to the emission
of one photon [14])
I (V) = Ṅ (qV, Eg , Tc ) − Ṅ (0, Eg , Te )

(17)

with the Lambert W function deﬁned as the solution to z = W(zez ). This leads to Vmpp ≈ −kTc when
Ṅ (qV = 0, Eg , Te )  N (qV = 0, Eg , Tc ).
In the limit of large Eg , Eqs. (13)–(15) can be
further simpliﬁed to obtain an open-circuit voltage
Voc = Eg (1 − Tc /Te ). An approximation to the voltage at
the maximum eﬃciency is given by
qVmax ≈ Eg (1 − Tc /Te ) + Tc ln

Tc
,
Te

(18)

resulting in an eﬃciency
ηmax ≈

1 + Te /Tc − Te /Eg ln Tc /Te
≈ 1 − Te /Tc = ηCarnot .
1 − Te /Eg ln Tc /Te
(19)

(12)

as the product of I and V with use of Eq. (8). The resulting
eﬃciencies, shown in Fig. 3, are lower than the fundamental limit. Equation (12) describes an ideal TRD, meaning a
perfect external luminescent eﬃciency and inﬁnite carrier
mobility. Sample I -V curves are presented later as part of
the evaluation of the impact of device nonidealities.
Physical transparency and insight can be gained
from the closed-form solutions that follow from invoking the Boltzmann approximation [e(Eph −μ)/kT  1 in
Eqs. (7)–(9)], which is accurate for large band gaps and/or
large negative bias and introduces only small inaccuracies
even for band gaps as small as Eg ≈ kTc . Equations (7)–(9)
for the ﬂuxes then become
 
 2
Eg
Eg 3
2π(kT)4
+3
Ė(μ, Eg , T) =
2
3
ch
kT
kT

Eg
+6 + 6 e(μ−Eg )/kT ,
(13)
kT

 
Eg 2
Eg
2π(kT)3
Ṅ (μ, Eg , T) =
+ 2 + 2 e(μ−Eg )/kT ,
c2 h3
kT
kT
(14)
˙
(μ,
Eg , T) = −kTṄ (μ, Eg , T).



 
e × Ṅ (0, Eg , Te )
kTc
−1 ,
W
q
Ṅ (0, Eg , Tc )

(15)

With this approximation the voltage at maximum power,
Vmpp , of the TRD is the solution to


qVmpp qVmpp /kTc
Ṅ (0, Eg , Tc ) = Ṅ (0, Eg , Te ),
e
1+
kTc
(16)

Thus, as the emitted radiation moves toward becoming
pure entropy, the Carnot limit can be approached. This is
an intriguing contraposition to the laser limit in cold-side
radiative engines, where the coherent radiative emission
carries no entropy, becomes pure work, and hence can theoretically be converted to any other form of work with
unity eﬃciency [15].
The eﬃciency-power trade-oﬀ noted above is akin to
that observed for essentially all thermodynamic engines
[16] but not to that observed for photovoltaics, for which
eﬃciency is deﬁned as the maximum power generated relative to the solar radiation (hot reservoir) impinging on the
converter, since the solar radiation itself is a free resource.
The TRD’s power-eﬃciency characteristic is graphed in
Fig. 4 for several values of Eg at Te /Tc = 0.1.
There are subtle opposing trends in the dependence on
Eg /Tc of the eﬃciency at maximum power in contrast to
the maximum attainable eﬃciency, which can be explained
by the limitation on the maximum achievable negative
bias, which becomes smaller with increasing radiation
absorption from the environment.
V. NONIDEALITIES
To determine the eﬃciency and power in practical
TRDs, one needs to evaluate the inﬂuence of nonidealities, most prominently nonradiative processes, which, for
the TRD, constitute the nonradiative generation of charge
carriers. TRD power generation depends on net photon
emission to the cold environment even as a reverse bias
decreases carrier recombination. But if charge carriers are
generated nonradiatively, then the negative bias necessary
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(a)

(a)

(b)
(b)

FIG. 4. The TRD power-eﬃciency characteristic for several
values of Eg at Te /Tc = 0.1. Power density P is normalized by
the emitted-energy density at zero bias. (a) Linear ordinate scale.
(b) Logarithmic ordinate scale for better discerning the loop-type
(doubled-valued) behavior.

to balance recombination and generation rates is reduced,
and Eq. (12) instead becomes



I (V) = Ṅ (qV, Eg , Tc ) − Ṅ (0, Eg , Te ) + [Rnr (qV) − Gnr ].
(20)
The nonradiative recombination rate Rnr depends on both
the bias and device properties. From detailed balance,
the nonradiative generation rate Gnr must be equal to
the equilibrium nonradiative recombination rate; that is,
Gnr = Rnr (qV = 0). For the estimates that follow, we
ignore any bias dependence of Gnr (which could, for
example, stem from impact ionization in a heavily doped
semiconductor) and treat the device’s external luminescent
eﬃciency ηext , deﬁned as
ηext =

Ṅ (qV, Eg , Tc )
,
Ṅ (qV, Eg , Tc ) + Rnr (qV)

(21)

as constant (corresponding to an ideality factor of unity in
a diode equation).
The I -V relation is then

Ṅ (qV, Eg , Tc )
−1
− 1 − ηext
Ṅ (0, Eg , Tc )
I (V) = q
ηext

− Ṅ (0, Eg , Te ) .
(22)

FIG. 5. (a) TRD I -V curves (with current normalized to its
short-circuit value) for two values of Te /Tc (distinguished by
solid vs dashed curves) and three values of external luminescent eﬃciency. (b) Log-log plot of power for the nonideal TRD
normalized to that of the ideal TRD as a function of external
luminescent eﬃciency ηext for three values of Te /Tc . In both
plots, Eg = 3Tc .

Although Isc is unaﬀected by ηext , Vmpp is markedly
reduced as the external luminescent eﬃciency decreases
[see Fig. 5(a)]. Describing nonradiative generation phenomenologically as a shunt resistance yields a linear I -V
relation, which is close to the behavior observed for TRDs
realized to date [17] and correctly reproduced by Eq. (22)
for small ηext . Both Vmpp and power P [see Fig. 5(b)]
decrease approximately linearly with ηext as it is reduced.
This stands in stark contrast to the logarithmic dependence
with which they decrease in a solar cell [18]. TRD performance is thus far more sensitive to material imperfections
and requires a rear mirror of high specular reﬂectivity and
light-trapping surfaces or a high-refractive-index extractor
that is optically coupled to the diode’s emitting surface.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we derive fundamental eﬃciency and
power-production bounds for far-ﬁeld radiative hot-side
heat engines that use radiative emission to produce work,
ﬁrst for the far-more-constraining case of black-body (thermal) radiation and then generalized to athermal (μ = 0)
radiative emission, which permits higher eﬃciency. These
bounds are elucidated in detail for the TRD, and it is shown
why, contrary to understandings predicated exclusively on
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radiative cold-side heat engines (where the presence of
radiation transfer introduces unavoidable and irreversible
entropy transfer), the Carnot limit can be approached in
principle [3] (and hence the nominal Landsberg-eﬃciency
limit can be exceeded) despite the presence of radiative
exchange. Akin to basically all known heat engines, the
TRD exhibits its own distinct power-eﬃciency characteristic (trade-oﬀ), which is derived and quantiﬁed, along
with the extreme sensitivity of TRD performance to nonradiative processes and device imperfections. The thermodynamic limits derived here provide bounds for other
hot-side engines that may materialize in the future for
converting radiative emission into work.
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